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Condensation can be a potentially serious problem for most people when using steel sheeting. We’ve detailed a few 
different types of roof construction that can be used to help minimize the problem of condensation. 
 

1) ‘Non Drip’ Backing 
Coverworlds ‘Non Drip’ backing is an unwoven fleece that is applied to the underside of our single skin roof 
sheeting during the rolling process. The product works cyclically, absorbing moisture during the evening as the 
building cools down and releasing it back into the air during the day as the temperature inside the building 
increases. Whilst it does not stop condensation, it can control it provided the relevant requirements are met. 

• There must be adequate ventilation at ridge and eaves level. 
• The use of foam fillers will reduce the effectiveness of the ‘Non Drip’ fleece possibly to failing point. 
• Minimum roof pitch is 5º however you should recommend a minimum of 10º or greater. 
• Product does not require scorching but on pitches between 5º and 10º it is advised to scorch to stop water 

ingress. 
• Buildings with timber purlins must have a barrier tape applied to the top of the purlins. 
• Not advised for situations with additional sources of humidity (i.e. washing machines, tumble dryers, etc…) 
 
2) Board & Membrane 

Another popular method used primarily for domestic situations is the ‘Board & Membrane’ construction. This 
consists of full sheets of plyboard laid over the roof area and then a plastic membrane laid on top. The steel 
sheets are then laid directly onto this plastic membrane and fixed through the sheet and plyboard directly into 
the purlins. Whilst this is a widely used construction method there are no tests or supporting documents 
associated with it and this should be considered before using. 

• Due to the plyboard layer you can usually use a thinner gauge of steel as the sheets are fully supported, this 
also means that the overall roof construction is a lot stronger than steel sheets alone. 

• Condensation is trapped between the plastic membrane and steel sheet and should run out at the gutter. 
• Foam fillers can be used to seal the ridge of the building but the eaves must be left open to allow run-off from 

the plastic membrane. 
• The plyboard creates a ‘clean’ uniform finish when viewed from inside the structure. 
 
3) Built Up System 

A built up system consists of various components that when assembled create a site assembled ‘sandwiched’ 
construction. It is cheaper and more flexible than composite panelling meaning it is more suited to smaller 
constructions. It reduces condensation and also gives a measure of thermal retention within a structure. 

• The bar and brackets can be supplied in various depths to allow various ‘U Values’ to be achieved. 
• It must be installed correctly as per manufacturer’s guidelines, extra attention should be paid when sealing 

side and end laps to ensure the product is ‘air tight’.  
• Can be as much as half the cost of the comparative composite panelling although it does take longer to install 

so overall labour costs are increased. 
 
4) Composite Panelling 

The use of composite is usually reserved for larger building types especially industrial units due to the costs 
involved with the panelling. It’s high cost per metre and expensive carriage charges for smaller quantities 
normally means it’s prohibitive for use on small domestic properties but out of all the available options it is 
the best product (when installed correctly) for combatting condensation. 

• It can have a high cost per metre on smaller quantities and the carriage costs involved can be quite high. 
• Unlike the first two options the composite sheeting will give thermal retention in a structure, available in 

various thicknesses it can provide a range of achievable ‘U Values’. 
• It must be installed correctly as per manufacturer’s guidelines and special attention taken to ensure all air 

gaps are fully sealed. 
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